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Abstract  

Magnetic hyperthermia is a cancer treatment based on the exposure of magnetic nanoparticles to 

an alternating magnetic field in order to generate local heat. In this work, 3D cell culture models 

were prepared to observe the effect that a different number of internalized particles had on the 

mechanisms of cell death triggered upon the magnetic hyperthermia treatment. Macrophages were 

selected by their high capacity to uptake nanoparticles. Intracellular nanoparticle concentrations 

up to 7.5 pg Fe/cell were measured both by elemental analysis and magnetic characterization 

techniques. Cell viability after the magnetic hyperthermia treatment was decreased to < 25% for 

intracellular iron contents above 1 pg per cell. Theoretical calculations of the intracellular thermal 

effects that occurred during the alternating magnetic field application indicated a very low increase 

of the global cell temperature. Different apoptotic routes were triggered depending on the number 

of internalized particles. At low intracellular magnetic nanoparticle amounts (below 1 pg Fe/cell), 

the intrinsic route was the main mechanism to induce apoptosis, as observed by the high Bax/Bcl-

2 mRNA ratio and low caspase-8 activity. In contrast, at higher concentrations of internalized 

magnetic nanoparticles (1 – 7.5 pg Fe/cell), the extrinsic route was observed through the increased 

activity of caspase-8. Nevertheless, both mechanisms may coexist at intermediate iron 

concentrations. Knowledge on the different mechanisms of cell death triggered after the magnetic 

hyperthermia treatment is fundamental to understand the biological events activated by this 

procedure and their role in its effectiveness. 
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Introduction 

Magnetic hyperthermia (MH) has been proposed as a promising strategy for cancer treatment.1 

Iron oxide nanoparticles are the most commonly used material for this purpose, given their 

biocompatibility associated to their physical and chemical properties.2 Upon exposure to an 

external alternating magnetic field (AMF), the magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) release heat to the 

surrounding environment, likely causing a local temperature increase around them.3-4 It must be 

pointed out that still there is a debate on the very essence of this local temperature increase, as it 

cannot be explained by current theories.5 This treatment is able to trigger cell death. Nevertheless, 

there is still a lack of control on the cell death mechanisms that are induced during the treatment. 

It is fundamental to understand the type of cell death mechanism triggered by the MH treatment, 

as it might induce distinct cancer cell responses. When analyzing the effect of the global 

temperature increase in the mechanisms of cell death, it has been previously described that at high 

temperatures (above 55 ºC) necrosis - an accidental cell death (ACD) - is the main cell death 

pathway, causing a structural dismantling of the cells and releasing their intracellular content in an 

uncontrolled manner. In such case, the lack of molecular activation of specific molecular pathways 

could result in undesired inflammatory and cytotoxic responses.6 In contrast, when reaching lower 

global temperatures (42-47 ºC), regulated cell death (RCD) mechanisms are the main mechanisms 

that are triggered by the molecular machinery leading to a preservation of the plasma membrane 

integrity and, therefore, not inducing inflammatory response.6-11 Mixed events - RCD and ACD - 

could also be occurring in cell populations depending on the thermal stimuli used. Therefore, a 

careful control of the temperature should be achieved during hyperthermia treatments in order to 

prevent ACD and promote RCD.  
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In the particular case of using nanomaterials to produce heat, as in the case of MH, the 

mechanisms involved in the cell death signaling have not completely been described yet. In 

general, it is accepted that most iron oxide nanoparticles are often internalized by the cells 

remaining in intracellular vesicles, such as endosomes or lysosomes, depending on the time since 

the internalization.12-15 Then, upon exposure to the AMF, hot spots can be produced inside the cell, 

leading to non-homogeneous temperature profiles. In fact, it has been previously described that 

during the magnetic hyperthermia treatment a local temperature increase is observed near the 

particles, while no global temperature increase occurs.16-18 If the particles are located inside 

lysosomes, the energy they release may cause lysosomal membrane permeabilization (LMP).19-20 

As a consequence,  the release of the lysosome proteolytic content to the cytosol occurs, inducing 

cell death that could even cause a bystander effect impacting surrounding cells. 21-24 Such cell 

death may occur by different routes (included in both RCD and ACD categories) depending, for 

example, on the magnitude of the membrane permeabilization.  

The possibility of modulating the different cell death pathways would allow to control their 

associated biological consequences. For instance, the immune system activation might be 

different. Immunogenic cell death (ICD), described initially as an exclusive cell death mechanism 

to protect the body against pathogens, is nowadays known as a cell defense mechanism in the 

absence of pathogens. In fact, apart from necrosis that has been classically considered as 

immunogenic, other types of cell death such as regulated necrosis 25 and apoptosis 26-28 trigger also 

immune response because of the generation of danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs). It 

has also been demonstrated that caspases involved in the intrinsic apoptosis pathway offer an 

immunosuppressing effect, silencing the immune response of this pathway.29-30 Cell death 

mechanisms are not exclusive, and it seems reasonable to consider that a specific stimulus could 
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trigger a mixture of unpredictable events. All this recent knowledge makes it very interesting to 

try to elucidate the death routes triggered under different conditions of MH treatment, because of 

the biological implications, like immunogenicity and final effectiveness of the treatment.  

In a previous work we observed the effect of the MNP concentration on the cell death 

mechanisms after the MH treatment.9 In cells with the highest amount of MNPs, necrosis was 

observed 24 h after exposure to the AMF. In contrast, when a lower amount of MNPs was localized 

inside the cells, cell death was mainly induced by apoptosis. Other studies also described the cell 

death mechanisms associated with heat production during the magnetic hyperthermia treatment.8, 

31-32 However, in all these studies, little has been evaluated about the influence of MNP 

concentration on the molecular mechanisms that determine the different apoptotic pathways 

triggered during the treatment.  

In the present work, we used a 3D cell culture model previously reported,9 as this kind of model 

mimics in a more realistic way the cellular environment in the tumor than 2D cell cultures.33-34 A 

highly phagocytic macrophages cell line (RAW 264.7)35 was used and cells were challenged with 

different amounts of MNPs. MNP uptake was evaluated by flow cytometry (FC), confocal 

microscopy, Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) and 

magnetometry. Apoptosis induction 24 h after the exposure to AMF was also evaluated by flow 

cytometry. Computational analysis was used to evaluate the MNP heating performance after cell 

internalization. In addition, after the MH treatment, Bcl-2,  Bax and Bid gene expression as well 

as caspase-8 activity were determined through Reverse Transcriptase quantitative polymerase-

chain-reaction (RT-qPCR) and a protein colorimetric assay, respectively. This approach was 

designed to elucidate the molecular mechanisms of apoptosis induced by the MH treatment as a 

function of the number of internalized particles. The possibility of controlling the activation of 
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such mechanisms could be the basis to establish the optimal conditions of the MH treatment and 

to predict the future efficacy of the therapy. 

Results & Discussion 

Preparation and characterization of MNPs 

The synthesis and functionalization of 11 nm superparamagnetic iron oxide MNPs coated with 

PMAO (poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) and functionalized with glucose (Glc) was 

discussed in a previous published work.9 Their core size (Fig. 1), low polydispersity, magnetic 

properties and low cytotoxicity,9 previously demonstrated their suitability for in vitro MH studies 

and, therefore, we chose the same material for the present work. The polymeric coating with 

PMAO allowed the transference of the MNPs from organic solvents used during the synthesis to 

aqueous medium. In this study, PMAO was modified with the fluorophore TAMRA 

(carboxytetramethylrhodamine), to be used for FC and confocal microscopy studies.29
  The glucose 

functionalization prevented nanoparticle aggregation in cell culture medium supplemented with 

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and promoted nanoparticle internalization in cells (Supporting 

Information, Fig. S1).29
   This functionalization was also chosen as it promotes endocytosis and 

results in an intracellular localization in lysosomes.29
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Figure 1. (A) TEM image of the MNPs. (B) Particle size distribution analysis.  

 

The efficacy of the polymer coating (PMAO modified with TAMRA), as well as the glucose 

functionalization was verified by analysis of electrophoretic mobility (Rf) and ζ potential. The 

MNP characterization evidenced a decrease on the MNP negative charge from -22.0 ± 0.1 mV, 

before functionalization, to -9.0 ± 0.6 mV after glucose addition. In agreement with these changes, 

a decrease in MNP mobility during electrophoresis was observed after the glucose 

functionalization, in agreement with previously reported functionalization (Supporting 

Information, Fig. S1). The hydrodynamic size of the Glc-functionalized particles suspended in 

PBS at pH = 7 was 85 ± 7 nm.  

The specific absorption rate (SAR) was also evaluated before the in vitro MNP studies to 

determine the heating efficiency in suspension. The SAR value was 104 W/g Fe ([Fe] = 1 mg/mL, 

H= 20 kA/m, ƒ= 829 kHz). Although the SAR measurement of the MNPs suspension may not be 

representative of the physical behavior of the MNPs once internalized in the cells, when combined 

with theoretical analysis it allows estimation of the MNPs heating capacity in the conditions used 

for the in vitro experiments, as will be described below.  

 

Validation of a panel of 3D cell culture models with different amounts of MNPs per cell 

As mentioned earlier, one of our main objectives was to evaluate the effect of different amounts 

of MNPs internalized by the cells on the efficacy of MH treatment and the pathways triggered 

towards cell death. For that purpose, the generation of a reproducible 3D cell culture model was a 

better option to mimic the in vivo environment compared to the classical 2D cell culture models.33, 

36-38 Our 3D model was based on a highly phagocytic cell type, such as macrophages (RAW 264.7) 
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that present a high capacity to phagocyte the MNPs due to their biological functions.39-40 Our 

previous results with this cell line had already pointed to the important effect that the number of 

internalized particles had on the cell death mechanism triggered.9 Collagen, which is a major 

component of the extracellular matrix in the tumor tissue, was selected to generate the 3D matrix. 

The use of collagen provided a very easy system to release the cells from the 3D culture for a 

posteriori analysis, through a fast, simple and low cytotoxic enzymatic procedure.9 

Our approach was based on the preparation of 3D cell culture models containing different 

amounts of particles per cell, named M1, M10, M25, M50, M75 and M100 depending on the iron 

amount used to treat the cells before they were entrapped within the collagen matrix. To achieve 

this, cells in suspension (0.5 mL) were first incubated with different MNP amounts for 1 h (Total 

amount of iron = 1, 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100 µg). Then, cells were washed to remove all the non-

internalized MNPs.  

The nanoparticle uptake by the cells was evaluated and quantified through ICP-OES, magnetic 

measurements and FC. ICP-OES measurements showed that increasing amounts of total 

intracellular iron were obtained when increasing the amount of MNPs used during the incubation 

step (Fig. 2A, Table 1). The highest intracellular iron amount achieved was 7.5 pg Fe/cell, which 

is in good agreement with data published about MNPs internalized in similar phagocytic cell 

lines.10 In addition, the intracellular iron content was also determined through AC magnetic 

susceptibility measurements and subsequent data analysis (Fig. 2B). This technique, contrary to 

ICP-OES measurements, allowed quantifying the iron forming part of the MNPs, as it can be 

distinguished from other naturally occurring iron-containing species.41 In order to do that, the 

height of the signal of the out-of-phase susceptibility corresponding to the relaxation phenomenon 

of the particles was compared to that of the original particles. The iron amount per cell calculated 
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by both methods (ICP-OES and AC magnetic susceptibility analysis) was very similar (Fig. 2A), 

indicating that most of the intracellular iron was in the form of MNPs. These results allowed 

calculating the internalized number of particles, N, for each preparation (Table 1). Interestingly, 

the detection limit of the magnetic quantification was lower than that of the ICP-OES, allowing to 

measure  0.1 pg of iron (in the form of MNPs) per cell for the lowest amount of iron used during 

the incubation step (Fig. 2A).  

 

Figure 2. (A) Number of internalized particles and the corresponding iron concentration per cell 

determined by ICP-OES and magnetic measurements. (B) Temperature dependence of the in-

phase component of the AC magnetic susceptibility of cell samples.  

 

These two techniques (ICP-OES and magnetometry) provided average data per cell, assuming 

that the distribution of MNPs was homogeneous among all cells. As such, we further evaluated 

the particle distribution by fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry. 

Flow cytometry analysis, of cells released from the 3D cell cultures, showed that almost all the 

cells incubated with the highest amounts of MNPs had internalized MNPs (about 94 % of the total 

number of cells in models M50, M75 and M100) (Fig. 3, Table 1). Decreasing the amount of MNPs 

during incubation resulted in a lower percentage of cells containing MNPs. In particular, in M25 
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and M10 models the percentage of cells containing MNPs decreased to 86 % and 57 %, 

respectively. Furthermore, in M1 only 6% of the cells had incorporated MNPs (Fig. 3A).  

 

Figure 3. (A) Percentage of MNP-loaded cells and (B) Median Fluorescence Intensity values of 

the cells released from the different 3D models. Data obtained from flow cytometry analysis. (C) 

Bright field (left) and fluorescent red channel (right) images of cells from M1, M10 and M100 

models. Scale bar: 20 µm. 

 

The median fluorescence intensity (MFI) data showed that, although the percentage of cells 

containing MNPs was similar at the highest concentrations, their corresponding MFI kept 

increasing as a function of the amount of MNPs during incubation (MFI M50=11.9; MFI M75=14.2; 

MFI M100=14.5) (Fig. 3B). These data indicated that a higher amount of MNPs were internalized 

per cell for increasing iron concentrations, in agreement with the quantification assays performed. 
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These results further agreed with the fluorescence and optical microscopy images (Fig. 3C). 

Images showed that for the system with the highest number of internalized particles (cells for 

M100), all cells contained large aggregates of particles, associated to the entrapment of the MNPs 

inside intracellular vesicles, probably lysosomes, as previously demonstrated by our group using 

similar particles with the same coating, functionalization and incubation times using 2D cell 

cultures.29 The images from the cells used to prepare model M10 showed, in general, a lower 

fluorescence signal from the MNPs per cell. In addition, cells with no apparent signal from the 

particles (or at least under the detection limits of the technique) were also observed. With this 

technique, it was also possible to determine that the intracellular distribution of the MNPs was not 

homogeneous as some cells contained large aggregates of particles. 

Taken together, the ICP-OES, the magnetic characterization, the FC and the microscopy 

supported the achievement of cell samples with different internalized number of particles that 

allowed the preparation of 3D cell culture models with varying amounts of MNPs per cell. 

Nevertheless, it should be considered that for the system with the lowest number of internalized 

particles, a significant number of cells did not contain any particles. 

 

Table 1. Summarized values related to the magnetic nanoparticles uptake by cells used to prepare 

the different 3D models. The percentage of MNP-loaded cells has been calculated from flow 

cytometry data. The amount of internalized iron and the corresponding number of particles per cell 

have been calculated from the ICP-OES measurements. 
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In summary, these results confirmed a correlation between the MNP amount administered during 

the incubation time and the number of MNPs taken up by cells, although the resulting intracellular 

distribution was not homogeneous. Despite some limitations, we had the capability to control the 

number of particles inside the cells, a key development to study the effect of the magnetic 

hyperthermia treatment on cell death as a function of the intracellular heat production. After 

verifying that different amounts of MNPs were internalized by the cells, the 3D cell cultures were 

generated by mixing collagen with the cells containing the MNPs.   

 

Effect of the magnetic hyperthermia treatment on the cell death 

Cell viability was evaluated 24 h after the exposure of the 3D cell cultures (M1 to M100), to 

mild hyperthermia conditions (H= 13 kA/m; ƒ= 377 kHz; t= 30 min) (Fig. 4A). As control, cell 

viability was also assessed in cells not exposed to MNPs or AMF, in cells only exposed to AMF 

and in M100 cells without AMF (Fig. S2). Cell viability after AMF treatment decreased drastically 

Model 
Fe amount 

administered (µg) 

MNP-loaded 
cells (%) 

[Fe] 
internalized 

 (pg/cell) 

Number of 
particles per cell 

M100 100 95.6 7.5 2.6 x 106 

M75 75 94.9 5.4 1.9 x 106 

M50 50 91.3 4.4 1.5 x 106 

M25 25 86.1 3.9 1.4  x 106 

M10 10 57.0 1.2 4.2 x 105 

M1 1 6.0  <MCD <MCD 
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with increasing amounts of internalized MNPs (Fig. 4A). The combination of AMF treatment with 

the highest amounts of MNPs (M75 and M100) led to a high reduction of cell viability (down to 9 

± 4 % of viable cells for both models). It should be noted that for both controls (M100 cells not 

exposed to AMF or cells only exposed to AMF) a small reduction of cell viability was observed 

( 80 % viable cells, Fig. S2), indicating that the high reduction observed for M100 is due to the 

combination of both treatments, MNPs and AMF. Exposure of M10, M25 and M50 models to 

AMF induced also a significant loss of cell viability (23 ± 5, 20 ± 2 and 16 ± 2 % of viable cells 

respectively, Fig. 4A). Finally, in model M1, a less severe effect was observed (65 ± 7 % of viable 

cells). In order to further understand the mechanism underlying the loss of cell viability induced 

by the combination of AMF and MNPs, different apoptotic markers were evaluated.  

The number of viable, apoptotic (early and late) and necrotic cells was monitored by FC using 

two fluorescent markers: Annexin V (a cellular protein that binds to phosphatidylserine (PS)) 

modified with FITC (Fluorescein isothiocyanate) and propidium iodide (PI).42 The loss of cellular 

membrane asymmetry is an early event in the apoptotic process and can be measured through the 

detection of PS residues on the outer side of the membrane, marked with Annexin V. The paired 

labelling with PI, a DNA intercalator agent which is not able to penetrate intact membranes, was 

used to detect the plasma membrane disruption typical of late apoptotic / necrotic events.  

The FC analysis demonstrated a strong correlation between the amount of intracellular MNPs 

and the response to AMF (Figs. 4 and S2). A general trend was observed when analyzing the 

percentages of both early apoptotic (AnnV+PI-) and late apoptotic (AnnV+PI+) cells after AMF 

(Fig 4B). An increase in the percentage of AnnV+ cells was observed with the increase of 

internalized MNPs (Fig. 4B). The increase of AnnV+PI+ cells was particularly high for the M50, 

M75 and M100 models, with 7, 9 and 15% of cells in the late apoptotic state respectively (Fig. 
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4B). Interestingly, almost no viable cells were observed when cells were incubated with the highest 

amount of MNPs (M100) and exposed to AMF (Fig. 4B). Once again in M100 cells in the absence 

of AMF we observed a high percentage of viable cells (Figs. 4C and S2) indicating that the loss of 

viability and apoptosis induction was due to the treatment combination. Additionally, for all the 

tested conditions almost no cells in necrosis were observed (Figs. 4 and S2).  
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Figure 4. Flow cytometry analysis of nanoparticles uptake and cell death. (A) Viability analysis 

for all the samples containing MNPs and exposed to the AMF (See Supporting Information for the 

analysis of the control samples, Fig. S2), (B) Cells from different models containing MNPs treated 

with MH (M1 to M100), (C) Control samples, including untreated cells, cells exposed to the AMF 

and cells incubated with the highest amount of MNPs (same amount as M100) but not exposed to 

the AMF. 

 

Taken together, these results indicated a correlation between the number of internalized particles 

and the corresponding cell response as a consequence of the alternating magnetic field exposure, 

triggering in all cases apoptosis. As no overall temperature increment (ΔT) of the cell culture media 

was observed during the MH experiment, localized thermal effects appeared as a possible cause 

of the biological effects being triggered and were subsequently evaluated. 

 

Local thermal effects occur during the AMF exposure 

As mentioned before, reaching different global temperatures in the cell culture media have been 

associated with different cell death mechanisms.6, 43 However, it has been previously observed 

that, counterintuitively, MH experiments leading to cellular death do not necessarily lead to a 

global temperature increase.16-17, 20 Little is known about the biological responses triggered by a  

temperature increase locally inside the cells. It has been shown that nanoparticles could produce a 

significant temperature increase near their surface,11 but little has been evaluated about the impact 

on the heat produced in such hot spots on the whole cell temperature.17, 19-20 Measuring temperature 

with the required resolution to evaluate these processes still remains a very complicated task.  
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In order to provide an understanding of the local thermal effects occurring within the cells during 

the AMF exposure a theoretical simulation was performed (Fig. 5), particularly focusing on 

elucidating the feasible heating performance when the particles are internalized by the cells, under 

different interparticle interactions and field conditions. In addition, a simple estimation of the 

temperature increase within the vesicles containing the particles and the entire cell was made as a 

function of the internalized number of particles. For these simulations experimental data regarding 

the amount of internalized MNPs (obtained from the ICP-OES and magnetic susceptibility 

measurements) and their internalization pattern within vesicles of different sizes (obtained from 

confocal microscopy images) were used.  
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Figure 5. Computational analysis of the thermal effects. (A) Identification of the anisotropy 

constant of the particles, K, through the comparison of computationally predicted SAR and the 

experimental value measured in water (K-identification). (B) Estimation of the SAR performance 

of the particles occurring during the in vitro conditions, using the previously identified K value 

(Cellular environment). (C) Schematic representation of the number and size of vesicles in the 

different models depending on the number of internalized particles per cell. (D) Estimation of the 

dependence on number of particles (N) of ΔT of the whole cell with the obtained SAR for the 

cellular environment; the vertical solid lines correspond to the experimental cases. (E) Estimation 

of the dependence on number of particles (N) of flow of energy density through the vesicles 

containing MNPs’ wall with the obtained SAR for the cellular environment; the vertical dotted 

lines indicate the corresponding average vesicle sizes. 

Given that the field conditions and the interparticle interactions during the in vitro experiments 

were different than those used for SAR characterization in water suspensions, a previous step was 

necessary to estimate the heating power of the particles within the conditions of the in vitro 

experiments, especially, given the strong effect that interparticle interactions may have on the SAR 

values.44-45 Firstly, the anisotropy constant of the particles (K), key parameter for heat generation, 

was identified (Fig. 5A).46-48 To do so, the SAR measured for the particle suspension (MNPs 

occupying about 2% of the volume, H= 20 kA/m, ƒ= 829 kHz) was simulated using a 

computational kinetic Monte Carlo technique and considering K as a free parameter (see 

Supporting Information - section “computational details” including Figures S3 and S4 for more 

information).49 The K value was identified as the one at which experimental and simulated SAR 

values matched, resulting in K=1.1*104 J/m3, in reasonable agreement with related studies.50-51 
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Results illustrated the complex role of interactions, which can either decrease or increase the SAR 

depending on K (Fig. 5A) for 2% and 5% of occupied volume fraction.47 

Secondly, this K was used to simulate the SAR of the particles when internalized by the cells, 

where the particles were closely packed within vesicles, probably lysosomes. The SAR 

corresponding to the in vitro conditions (H= 13 kA/m, ƒ= 377 kHz) was calculated assuming a 

packing fraction of magnetic material of about 25%, that was obtained considering the particle 

iron oxide core size and a 2 nm coating associated to the PMAO linked to the iron oxide surface 

(Fig. 5B).3 Note that the large number of particles per vesicle (thousands) allowed discarding 

finite-size clustering effects. The SAR value obtained in such conditions was  14 W/g Fe, 

significantly lower than the one measured experimentally for the water suspension. This reduction 

in the SAR values would be a consequence of the different AC field measuring conditions and the 

different local particle concentration. In fact other studies had previously indicated the large 

reduction of the SAR values once the particles were internalized by the cells.15, 52-55 Nevertheless, 

as observed in the previous section (Fig. 4), this heating capacity was still able to induce cell death.  

The SAR value obtained for the in vitro conditions was then used to estimate the increase in 

temperature both in the vesicles and in the whole cell. For the analysis of ΔT inside the vesicles, a 

quick estimate in the spirit of Andra et al.56 indicated a negligible temperature rise of the vesicle 

(from ~10-6 at its centre, to ~10-5 K at the surface), suggesting the rise of temperature per se not to 

be the origin of the different cellular results observed. Thus, we focused on the analysis of ΔT 

within the whole cell, considering that the heat was released from the vesicles to the entire cell. 

Assuming that the heat flowed from within the vesicles to the surrounding cell but that flow outside 

the cell was negligible (based on the observed global ΔT ≈ 0 K), ΔT as a function of N was naïvely 

estimated as (see Supporting Information for details) 
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∆𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝑆𝐴𝑅∙∆𝑡∙𝑁∙𝜌𝑀𝑁𝑃∙𝑑3𝑐𝐻2𝑂∙𝜌𝐻2𝑂∙𝑑𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙3  (1), 

where SAR was the value obtained from Figure 5B; Δt is the time variation during the assumed 

adiabatic behavior; ρMNP (cMNP) and ρH2O (ρH2O) is the density (specific heat capacity) of the 

magnetic nanoparticles and water, respectively (note that the heat capacity of the cell is assumed 

to be the same as that of water); d is the particle diameter and dcell stands for the average cell size. 

Using Eq. (1) with Δt = 20 s (based on our own experimental observations of ΔT vs. Δt linearity), 

for the experimental conditions it was obtained an essentially linear behavior (Figure 5D). The 

relatively small absolute values predicted were concordant with the observed global ΔT ≈ 0 K and 

the intuitive idea of higher heating with larger number of internalized MNPs. It is interesting to 

note that a more realistic estimate considering heat flow outside the cells would result in negligible 

ΔT (again of the order of ~10-5 K).56 

Assumptions made for Eq. (1) make it only valid for a small initial time interval, limiting its 

capability to grasp the long-timescale experimental dynamics. A complementary approach to 

obtain further information is to consider the corresponding rate of heat flow (ΔQ) through the 

vesicle wall. The areal density of heat flow through the vesicle membrane, which depends on the 

vesicle size was estimated as (see Supporting Information for details) 

∆𝑄𝑆𝑙𝑦 = 16 𝑆𝐴𝑅 ∙ ∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑁13 ∙ 𝜌𝑀𝑁𝑃 ∙ 𝑑 ∙ 𝑐23 ,    (2) 

where c is the volume fraction (0.25) and Sly is the surface area of the vesicles. The results as a 

function of N (Fig. 5E), indicated a non-linear growth of ΔQ with particle number; note that in 

this case N is directly proportional to vesicle size, as the packing fraction is constant. For bigger 

vesicles a much larger heat flux per surface area was predicted in comparison with the values 

obtained for smaller vesicles. In our models, both the number and size of the vesicles increased 

significantly with the number of internalized particles, reaching diameters up to 1.7 m for model 
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M100 while for model M10 lysosome diameters only reached 1 m. These differences may play 

a very important role in the way the heat is transmitted to the rest of the cell, suggesting that further 

investigations should be performed to elucidate the real influence that the vesicle size has in the 

thermal effects occurring during the AMF exposure. The question to elucidate is whether different 

rates of heat flow might produce different effects on the cellular membrane, in particular more 

damage due to increased heat flux. 

 Taken together, all these results indicated that in our cell models, even in the ones with the 

lowest amount of internalized MNPs, a localized effect (at the level of the organelles containing 

the particles) may have occurred and be responsible for the different responses observed. Our 

results allowed speculation that the effect may be related to the different rates of heat flow through 

the vesicle wall, but certainly further work is needed to explore this possibility. Following this 

idea, the vesicle size was identified as a fundamental parameter in the heat flux between these 

organelles and the cells. It can be envisaged that vesicles containing the MNPs, probably 

lysosomes, are key organelles to control the biological response to the heat produced during the 

MH treatment. As previously described by other authors, the energy released from the particles 

located inside lysosomes may cause lysosomal membrane permeabilization during the MH 

treatment, subsequently inducing cell death.19-20 Our results suggested the possible fundamental 

role of the size of these organelles on the biological response to the thermal stimuli. This parameter 

would be an important aspect to assess when analyzing the internalization of MNPs in different 

cancer cell lines in MH related studies. 

 

The number of intracellular MNPs affects the activation of different cell death pathways 
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So far, our results suggested that the MH treatment induced a clear apoptotic response with 

different rates depending on the amount of internalized MNPs (Fig. 4) and that according to the 

model calculations different thermal effects could be occurring with higher and lower number of 

internalized particles (Fig. 5). The analysis of the ratio of cells in early and late apoptotic stages 

indicated, as expected, that higher intracellular amount of MNPs produced a more intense and 

faster apoptotic cell death (Fig. 4). However, Annexin V-FITC/PI FC assay by itself did not 

provide any additional information concerning the type of apoptotic pathway triggered in the 

presence of the different amounts of MNPs and hyperthermia.   

At the molecular level, apoptosis is characterized by the activation of caspases (cysteinyl, 

aspartate specific proteases) (Scheme 1). There are two main pathways for activation of apoptosis 

depending on the stimuli: through external death receptors (an extrinsic pathway) or through 

internal signals linked to the mitochondria (intrinsic pathway).57 Activation of the extrinsic cell 

death pathway occurs by the binding on the cell surface of specific ligands (e.g. TNF-related 

apoptosis-inducing ligand, TRAIL), coming from the environment or neighboring cells,28 to death 

receptors. This binding induces activation of pro-caspases (8 and / or 10) that are the initiators of 

apoptosis through the extrinsic pathway.58-59 The intrinsic route is activated by intracellular danger 

signals and controlled by the BCL2 protein family through mitochondrial permeabilization. This 

route can be activated by numerous intracellular death signals, such as DNA damage, oncogene 

activation, growth factor deprivation or microtubule disruption.31, 59 Both pathways are also 

connected. In some types of cells, the extrinsic pathway is often not enough to produce cell death 

and requires an amplification via the intrinsic pathway.57 In such cases, signaling starting through 

the death receptors (extrinsic pathway) may also lead to apoptosis via the intrinsic pathway through 

the activation of the BID/tBID proteins (also part of the BCL2 family).  
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It has been previously described that in Magnetic Intra-Lysosomal Hyperthermia (MILH) the 

heat produced by the particles located inside the lysosomes causes lysosomal membrane 

permeabilization (LMP) 44, 48, 50 resulting in the leakage of lysosomal enzymes into the cytosol.60. 

The molecular mechanisms of cell death induced upon lysosomal membrane disruption are 

extensive and have not yet been completely understood. The different lysosomal cathepsins that 

release into the cytosol following of LMP can trigger different signaling pathways to promote both 

the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptosis pathways.60 However, their mutual importance varies 

depending on the stimulus that triggers the total or partial permeabilization of the lysosomal 

membrane.61  

 

Scheme 1. Schematic representation of the molecular events triggered by both extrinsic and 

intrinsic apoptotic pathways. 
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To further clarify the apoptotic route triggered during the MH treatment, Bax and Bcl-2 

expression levels, associated with the intrinsic pathway, and caspase-8 activity, associated with 

the extrinsic pathway, were assessed in 3D cell culture models exposed to the AMF and to the 

different amounts of MNPs. In addition, Bid expression was also monitored to evaluate the 

crosstalk between the extrinsic and the intrinsic pathways that would allow the initiation through 

the extrinsic pathway and finalization through the intrinsic pathway. 

First, we studied the impact of the internalization of MNPs on the Bax and Bcl-2 mRNA levels 

in cells not exposed to the AMF (Fig. 6A). Our results showed that there were no significant 

differences in the expression levels of Bax (pro-apoptotic) in the samples incubated with different 

amounts of MNPs. In contrast, an important overexpression was observed in the Bcl-2 (anti-

apoptotic) levels, that increased with increasing amounts of internalized MNPs until model M50, 

meaning that cells could counteract the presence of MNPs and did not need to trigger intrinsic 

apoptosis (Fig. 6A). In addition, to the independent measurements of the Bax and Bcl-2 levels, 

calculating the ratio of these two proteins allowed evaluating the balance between pro and anti-

apoptotic signals, providing information about  the cell susceptibility to apoptosis and the apoptotic 

route being triggered.62 Interestingly, at the two highest amounts of internalized MNPs (M75 and 

M100), there was a down-regulation of Bcl-2 expression and a trigger of intrinsic apoptosis 

(increase of Bax/Bcl-2 ratio up to values  2, between 10 and 100 times higher than for the rest of 

the models) (Fig .6A) This result was in line with the previous data indicating that, for the M100 

cells, a more intense stress is observed triggering an apoptotic response (Fig. 4) with concomitant 

loss of cell viability (20%; Fig. 4A).   
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Figure 6. Analysis of the mRNA expression involved in the mitochondrial cell death apoptotic 

pathways of the different models studied before (A, B, C) and 24 h after (D, E, F) exposure to an 

AMF. Relative Bcl-2 (A and D) and Bax (B and E) mRNA levels were calculated normalizing 

each sample by the control cells´ value. In panels A, B and C, the control consisted of just cells, 

and in panels D, E and F the control consisted of cells without MNPs but exposed to AMF. Besides, 

Bax/Bcl-2 2 ratio (C and F) was calculated in order to compare the level of the intrinsic apoptotic 
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pathway with respect to the controls. Results show a clear upregulation of that pathway in the cells 

incubated with lower amounts of MNPs and exposed to the AMF. Statistical significance between 

the means was determined using a one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's multiple comparisons 

test (****p < 0.0001; ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p ≤ 0.05; p > 0.05 no significance). 

 

We then analyzed the mRNA expression of these two genes in cells incubated with the MNPs 

and exposed to the AMF (Fig. 6B). For the model with the lowest MNP concentration, M1, a clear 

overexpression of the Bax mRNA levels was observed that, together with a decrease of the Bcl-2 

mRNA levels, resulted in a notable increase of the ratio Bax/Bcl-2, indicating that, under these 

conditions, the apoptosis was likely to take place through the intrinsic pathway. For the remaining 

MNP concentrations (M10 to M100), the mRNA levels of the anti-apoptotic gene Bcl-2 remained 

stable and low and the mRNA levels of the pro-apoptotic gene Bax decrease compared to the level 

attained for M1, giving rise to a dose-dependent decrease of the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio compared to the 

M1 sample. Values of Bax/Bcl-2 ratio increased 7 and 10-fold for the M1 and M10, respectively 

and decreased down to 0.1 in the sample incubated with the maximum dose of MNPs, M100 (Fig. 

6).  

It is worth mentioning that the apoptotic population after MH treatment increased with the 

increase of MNP amounts. However, the implication of the intrinsic pathway seemed to decrease 

with increasing MNP amount. These results clearly indicated that the increase in the apoptotic cell 

death, up to certain concentration (M10), could be attributed mainly to the intrinsic pathway and 

justified by the increase of the observed Bax/Bcl-2 ratio. However, for higher MNPs concentrations 

the increase in the apoptotic response did not fit with the levels of Bax/Bcl-2 detected for these 

samples, indicating that other apoptotic routes might be playing a role. To evaluate this hypothesis, 
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the activation of the extrinsic pathway by MH treatment was assessed via caspase-8 activity, since 

caspase-8 is a key player in the activation of apoptosis through the extrinsic pathway. Four 

different samples were selected for this assay: a control without MNPs (AMF) and samples 

incubated with high (M100), intermediate (M10) and low (M1) amounts of MNPs and exposed to 

the AMF (MNP+AMF). The caspase activity was evaluated 24 h after the MH treatment. The 

analysis revealed that caspase-8 activity increased as expected M1 < M10 < M100 (Fig. 7).  

 

 

 

Figure 7. Analysis of the caspase-8 activity involved in the extrinsic cell death apoptotic pathways 

in three of the different models studied that evidence differences in the BAX/BCL-2 expression. 

Statistical significance between the means was determined using a one-way ANOVA followed of 

Tukey's multiple comparisons test (****p < 0.0001; ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p ≤ 0.05; p > 0.05 

no significance) comparing with the control group (0.0 µFe). In cases where more than one group 

generated significant differences with respect to control, the means between those groups were 

also compared. 
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As described before, following the activation of caspase-8, two possible routes could be 

followed: the continuation of the extrinsic pathway, or the initiation of the intrinsic pathway 

through BID, but in this case the BCL-2 family proteins would also be implicated resulting in an 

increase in the ratio Bax/Bcl-2. To further verify that the intrinsic pathway was not triggered 

through BID for the models containing the highest amount of intracellular MNPs, Bid expression 

was analyzed for M1, M10 and M100 samples. Following the same trend as Bax/Bcl2 ratio, a 

reduction of the Bid expression was observed for increasing concentrations of MNPs (+AMF), 

suggesting that the extrinsic pathway was favored in the case of the highest intracellular MNP 

concentrations (Supporting information, Fig, S5). 

Cell death mechanisms cannot be treated as exclusive, and it seems reasonable to consider that 

a specific stimulus could trigger a mixture of events. However, comparing all these results we 

observed a detectable tendency in triggering mainly an intrinsic or extrinsic mechanism depending 

on the MNP amount. As mentioned before, for the model with the lowest MNP content (M1) the 

increase in apoptosis was in total agreement with the increase of the ratio Bax/Bcl-2, indicating 

that, at these MNP levels, after the MH treatment the mechanism triggered was mainly intrinsic 

apoptosis. However, in cell models from M10 to M100, where a significant number of cells 

containing MNPs was achieved together with a significant decrease on the cell viability, very low 

levels of Bax and Bcl-2 mRNA expression were observed. The increase of the activity of the 

caspase-8 indicated that for these higher MNP amounts, triggering of the extrinsic mechanism 

occurs during the MH treatment.  
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These results indicated that depending on the amount of MNPs internalized, different apoptotic 

pathways were triggered in response to the MH treatment. Nevertheless, as seen in the 

computational simulations, the important parameter to focus in was not only the number of 

particles internalized, but also the size of the vesicles they were entrapped, as this parameter had 

an important influence on the thermal effects. One possible hypothesis would be that the different 

apoptotic pathways triggered by the MH treatment could be related to the total or partial 

permeabilization of the lysosomal membrane, as it was previously demonstrated by other 

authors.19-20 Our results also suggested a possible relationship between the apoptotic pathway 

triggered during the MH treatment and the size of the lysosomes containing the particles. Further 

experiments aiming to control the lysosome size would be helpful to verify this hypothesis.  

These results are also especially relevant when designing the MH treatment, especially regarding 

the time elapsed between the MNPs administration and the AMF application. Time fluctuations 

on the number of MNPs per cell related to different processes such as the MNPs degradation,63 the 

effect of cycles of endocytosis and exocytosis 64 or even the possible re-synthesis of de novo 

nanoparticles 65-66 may have an important effect on the cell death mechanism triggered causing 

variability on the treatment efficacy. 

Finally, our observations open the way for future studies using different cell lines, specially 

cancer cell lines. The impact that the properties of the lysosomes (both size and membrane 

characteristics) from different cell lines may have on the response to the heat produced by the 

MNPs will be of special relevance to advance on the therapeutic outcomes of the MH treatment.  

 

Conclusions 
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We established a series of 3D cell culture models containing different amounts of internalized 

MNPs. These models were of extreme use for the evaluation of the impact of the amount of 

intracellular MNPs on the death mechanisms triggered after a MH treatment.  

Theoretical calculations indicated a large SAR drop after cell internalization, primarily due to 

the different field conditions. Additionally, a simple estimation suggested that a correlation 

between the number of particles and size of the vesicles where the particles are trapped after their 

internalization might result in different localized thermal effects, particularly due to the different 

energy density per surface area through the vesicles containing the MNPs’ membrane. In contrast, 

the global cell temperature may not increase significantly.  

Flow cytometry and Bax and Bcl-2 mRNA levels showed that, although internalization of the 

MNPs did not lead to observable toxicity, there was an overexpression of the anti-apoptotic gene 

Bcl-2, which might be related to a protection mechanism.67 At the highest concentrations of MNPs 

(M75 and M100), a slight cytotoxic effect could be observed. However, when exposing cells to 

the AMF, the amount of internalized MNPs was the key factor triggering different apoptotic routes. 

Results indicated that, at the lowest concentrations, the apoptotic mechanism was mainly 

intrinsic. However, when increasing the amount of MNPs the intrinsic pathway became less 

important and the extrinsic pathway played a fundamental role on the cell death. 

All together, these results are of great importance in the field of magnetic hyperthermia and for 

the support of MH as antitumoral treatment. In fact, our data clearly show that depending on the 

amount of internalized MNPs, the cell death mechanism is different as well as the subsequent 

biological events triggered. Modulating the amount of MNPs is a fundamental parameter to 

modulate the death pathway triggered during the MH and this would be a key tool when facing 
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preclinical experiments to ensure the real effectiveness of this therapeutic approach before 

effective translation to the clinic. 

 

Materials & Methods 

Magnetic Nanoparticles: synthesis, functionalization and characterization 

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles with an average size of around 11 nm were 

synthesized by thermal decomposition in organic medium. Then, the magnetic cores were 

transferred to aqueous medium (PMAO-TAMRA (carboxytetramethylrhodamine)) and 

functionalized with glucose based on a previously reported method.9 Finally, MNPs were 

resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline buffer (PBS) and filtered with a syringe filter with a pore 

size of 0.22 μm (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) to guarantee their sterility. Iron 

concentration was determined using a standard colorimetric procedure based on the use of 4,5- 

dihydroxy-1,3-benzenedisulfonic acid disodium salt monohydrate (Tiron).3 Sample absorbance 

(480 nm) was measured on an UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific Multiskan GO MA, 

USA) and compared to a calibration curve. An electrophoresis agarose gel 1% 0.5 Tris-borate-

EDTA (TBE) was performed in order to corroborate the efficacy of the functionalization. The 

electrophoresis was performed at 90 V during 30 min. After this time, the gel was scanned with a 

Bio-Rad Gel Doc EZ equipment and the quotient of the migration distances of the MNPs samples 

before and after of the glucose functionalization was determined as quality control of the 

procedure. The image analysis of the agarose gel was performed with Gel Analyzer 2010 Program. 

Particle size and morphology were studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a 

Tecnai T20 (FEI company, OR, USA) microscope operating at 200 kV. The sample was prepared 

by placing a drop of a diluted suspension of the MNPs in water onto a carbon coated grid and 
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allowing it to dry. Particle size was determined by manual measurement of around 200 particles 

per sample using the Digital Micrograph software. The magnetic heating capacity of the MNPs 

was determined using a commercial alternating magnetic field generator (DM100; Nanoscale 

Biomagnetics, Spain). A 1 mg Fe/mL MNP sample was placed in a closed container centered in 

the inductive coil. The AMF was applied for 5 min using a field amplitude of H = 20.10 kA/m and 

a frequency of 829 kHz, while the temperature was recorded using an optic fiber sensor 

incorporated in the equipment. For the magnetic characterization, the MNPs liquid sample was 

allowed to dry at room temperature deposited into a piece of cotton wool that was subsequently 

placed into a gelatin capsule. Field dependent magnetization measurements were performed in a 

Quantum Design (USA) MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer at 300 K with a maximum field of 5 

T. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was measured in Milli-Q water on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano-

ZS, using ten runs per measurement and five replicates at 25 °C and pH 7. MNPs prepared to a 

final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL were incubated at room temperature with different biological 

media (cell culture medium with serum, cell culture medium without serum and PBS 1x) using 96-

well plates. After 24 h, the samples were observed under optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse, 

TE2000-S) to observe the aggregation effects. 

Cell culture 

The murine macrophage RAW−264.7 cell line (ATCC® TIB71) was cultured and maintained in 

complete Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium GlutaMAX™ Supplement (cDMEM; Gibco®, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum (FBS, Invitrogen), 100 

U/mL penicillin G (sodium salt) and 100 μg/mL streptomycin sulfate (Invitrogen) at 37 °C in a 

humidified atmosphere at 5 % CO2. Every four or five days in dependence of the confluency, the 

cell culture was diluted to 1:10. To detach the cells, these were incubated with Trypsin EDTA 
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solution (Sigma Aldrich) for 4 minutes at 37 ºC, in order to increase the viability. Then, the cells 

were scraped from the flask. Finally, cells were collected in fresh cDMEM. 

To prepare the 3D cell culture models, the cells in suspension were incubated with different 

amounts of MNPs (1 µg; 10 µg; 25 µg; 50 µg; 75 µg and 100 µg of Fe) during 1 h at 37 ºC in 0.5 

mL of cDMEM. After the incubation time, the medium with MNPs was discarded and the cells 

washed by centrifugation (300 xg, 5 min) twice. At this stage, iron quantification and MNPs 

internalization by fluorescence imagining were performed. 

In order to perform the 3D cell cultures, the same procedure described before was performed, 

adding an extra step after removing the non-internalized particles through the washing by 

centrifugation in which the cells were mixed with the collagen gel. Just after the collagen gelling, 

0.5 mL of cDMEM were added to the gel.9 Cells were allowed to adjust to the 3D matrix during 1 

h before performing the MH experiment. 

Cellular localization and uptake quantification of MNPs 

A Zeiss LSM 880 confocal microscope with a 63x/1.40 PlanApochromat objective was used to 

visualize MNPs localization in the 3D cell culture. The gels were fixed during 20 min with 0.5 mL 

of paraformaldehyde (4%). Then, the nuclei were stained with DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-

phenylindole) and the cytoskeleton with Phalloidin488. The laser sources used were 458 nm, 488 

nm (Argon Ion), and 561 nm (DPSS; Diode-pumped solid state). ZEN Microscope and Imaging 

Software was used for the image analysis. 

Bright field and fluorescence images of cells incubated with the MNPs, before collagen gel 

formation, were carried out by observing the cells, adhered to 35 mm petri dishes, under an 

inverted fluorescence Olympus Ix81 microscope.  
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Flow cytometry and Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) 

were used to determine the MNPs uptake and intracellular concentration, respectively. For the 

sample preparation, the same incubation protocols as described above were followed. For ICP-

OES, cells were analyzed after the washing step to remove the unbound particles and before the 

preparation of the 3D structures. In the flow cytometry studies, cells were released from the 3D 

cell cultures 9 , and at a concentration of 2.5x104 cells/mL resuspended in PBS were analyzed using 

the FL2 channel at 575 nm (Gallios™ Flow Cytometer, Beckman Coulter).  For the ICP-OES 

studies, cell pellets from the different incubations were digested by heating with HNO3 (Panreac) 

and then with H2O2 (Panreac) (both steps at 90 °C and during 1 h each). Finally, the samples were 

diluted until a final volume of 10 mL with MiliQ water and the concentration was determined 

using the Thermo Elemental IRIS Intrepid ICP-OES. 

AC magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed in a Quantum Design (USA) MPMS-

XL SQUID magnetometer using an AC amplitude of 0.41 Oe and a frequency of 11 Hz in the 

temperature range between 10 and 300 K. Freeze-dried cell pellets of around 3.5x105 cells were 

placed into gelatin capsules for the measurements. The MNPs used for the quantification protocol 

were prepared in two different ways. One sample was prepared by placing a known volume of the 

original MNPs suspension into a cotton wool piece and another sample was diluted in a hot agar 

solution and maintained immersed in an ultrasound bath during the cooling down process to 

achieve a homogeneous dispersion of the particles within the sample and therefore reduce the 

interparticle dipolar interactions.  

Magnetic hyperthermia treatment 

3D cell cultures were thermalized at 37 °C using a water bath pump (Stryker - Medical Devices 

& Equipment Manufacturing Company) connected to a water tubing jacket. Then, the cell cultures 
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were exposed to an AMF (DM3, nB nanoscale Biomagnetics, Zaragoza, Spain) during 30 min. 

The frequency used was 337 kHz and the field amplitude of 13 kA/m.  

Cell death studies  

Cells were released from the 3D cell cultures 9 and re-suspended in 1X Annexin V Binding 

Buffer (10 mM HEPES/NaOH (pH=7.4) 140 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2) at a concentration of 

1x106 cells/mL. Then, 5 μl of Annexin V-FITC (Fluorescein Isothiocyanate) and 5 μL of 

Propidium Iodide (PI) were added to 100 µL of cell suspension and incubated at room temperature 

for 15 minutes in the dark (FITC-Annexin V Apoptosis Detection Kit). After the incubation period, 

400 μL of 1X Annexin binding buffer was added and the sample was analyzed by flow cytometry. 

All samples were analyzed in a Gallios™ Flow Cytometer (Beckman Coulter) and the data 

interpreted with Kaluza 2.1 Software (Beckman Coulter). 

Computational details 

The thermal fluctuation and external field driven magnetisation behaviour of interacting 

magnetic particles was modelled by using kinetic Monte-Carlo approach.49, 68 The model described 

in ref. 49 is based on the following system energy: 

𝐸 = ∑(−𝐾𝑖𝑉𝑖(�̂�𝑖 ∙ �̂�𝑖)2 − 𝑀𝑠𝑉�̂�𝑖 ∙ (�⃗⃗� 𝑎𝑝𝑝 + �⃗⃗� 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔))   (1) 

with Vi being the volume of a particle i; Ms the saturation magnetisation; and �̂�𝑖 and �̂�𝑖 the 

anisotropy vector and magnetisation moment, respectively, both normalized to unity. The effective 

local field acting on particle i is given by the sum of the external applied field (�⃗⃗� 𝑎𝑝𝑝) and the 

magnetostatic interaction field (�⃗⃗� 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔). The time dependent transition for a particle moment �̂�𝑖 to 

switch between the up (“1”) and down (“2”) states is: 𝑃𝑖 = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑡 𝜏𝑖⁄ )   𝑖 = 1,2   (2) 
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where the relaxation time constant τi is a reciprocal sum of the transition rates 𝜏𝑖+ and 𝜏𝑖− 

dependent on the energy barriers ∆Ei
1,2 seen from the “1” and “2” states via the standard Neel-

Arrhenius law:69  𝜏𝑖1,2 = 𝜏0𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛥 𝐸𝑖1,2 𝑘𝐵⁄ 𝑇)   (3) 

 where τ0=10-9 s, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.  The energy barrier, ∆Ei
1,2, 

depends on the intrinsic particle properties, such as Vi and Ki.  

The calculations were done considering log-normal distributions of anisotropy value of 10% and 

a 15% distribution in particle size. Example of the hysteresis loops for the in-water and in vitro 

conditions are shown in Figures S3 and S4 from the Supporting Information respectively. For the 

second case, the role of packing density was illustrated by considering packing densities between 

2% and 40%.  

RNA extraction and RT-PCR analysis 

RNA was extracted from the same samples as described in the previous section. For this 

procedure, 2.5x105 cells were centrifuged at 500 xg during 5 min at 4 ºC and the supernatant was 

discarded. The pellet was gently resuspended in 0.5 mL of Trisure (Bioline) and incubated 5 min 

at room temperature. After this time, 0.2 mL of chloroform were added and mixed vigorously 

during 15 min, then the solution was centrifuged to 12000 xg during 5 min and the upper aqueous 

phase was transferred to a new tube. Ice-cold isopropanol was added in a ratio of 1: 2.5 with respect 

to the volume recovered and incubated during 10 min to 4 ºC. The solution was centrifuged to 

12000 xg, during 5min at 4 ºC, and the supernatant was discarded. The pellet was washed with 0.5 

mL of ethanol 75 % (v/v), mixed using a vortex and then centrifuged at 7500 xg during 5 min. 

Finally, the supernatant was discarded and the pellet dried. For the quantification, the samples 

were resuspended in 0.05 mL of ultrapure water using a tip with filter. 
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For the RT-PCR studies, 350 ng of total RNA in each sample were reverse-transcribed into first-

strand cDNA using NZY M-MuLV First-Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit. Five reactions were 

prepared (using flame) in dependence of the mRNA volume needed. The final volume was 10 µL. 

RNA samples were added and gently mixed with the reaction components (out of the flame area) 

and incubated in the thermocycler with the following program70: 1) 25 °C for 10 min; 2) 37 °C for 

50 min; 3) 85 °C for 5 min. Then,1 µL of NZY RNase H (E. coli) was added to the reaction mix, 

that was incubated in the thermocycler to 37 °C during 20 min. cDNA obtained was used as 

template for the qPCR amplification. The qPCR was performed on a Corbett Rotor-Gene 6000 

thermal cycler (QIAGEN) using the NZY qPCR Green Master Mix (2x) with the following 

primers, at a concentration of 0.1 µM each: Bax forward (5´-TGGCAGTGACATGTTTTCTGAC‐
3′) and Bax reverse (5′‐TCACCCAACCACCCTGGT CTT‐3′); Bcl-2 forward (5´-

CTTCGCCGAGATGTCCAGCCA-3´) and Bcl-2 reverse (5´-GCTCTCCACACACATGACCC-

3´); 18S forward (5´-GTAACCCGTTGAACCCCATT-3´) and 18S reverse (5´-

CCATCCAATCGGTAGTAGCG-3´); Bid forward (5’-CTTGCTCCGTGATGTCTTTC-3’) and 

Bid reverse (5’-TCCGTTCAGTCCATCCCATTT-3’).70-71 qPCR conditions included an initial 

denaturation at 95 0C for 10 min and 40 cycles of 95 0C for 20 s, 55 0C (18S and Bid) or 65 0C 

(Bcl-2 and Bax) for 20 s, and 72 0C for 30 s (18S) or 20 s (Bcl-2 and Bax). qPCR data were analyzed 

by the Ct method (2-ΔΔCt),72 where relative gene expression is given by quantification of the gene 

of interest (Bid, Bax or Bcl-2) relative to internal control gene (RNA18S), normalized to the control 

condition (non-treated cells).  

caspase-8 Assay 

For protein extraction, 4x106 cells were centrifuged to 500 rcf during 5 min at 4 ºC and all the 

supernatant was removed. Then 0.1 mL of fresh cold lysis buffer (4 ºC) was added to each sample 
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to solubilize the pellet. The mix was incubated at -80 ºC overnight. After this time, samples were 

thawed gently on ice. To disrupt the cell membranes, cycles of ultrasound bath in ice cold water 

were made (6 cycles, 2 min 30 s, the samples were setting on ice during 30 s between each cycle). 

Finally, the samples were centrifuged to 5000 xg during 5 min at 4 ºC and the supernatant 

transferred to a clean tube for protein quantification using a colorimetric Bradford test. The levels 

of caspase-8 were further determined using a colorimetric test – caspase-8 Assay Kit (ab39700). 

For that 10 µL of 1M DTT stock solution was added to 1 mL of 2X Reaction Buffer (100 mM 

DTT final concentration) and 50 µL of 2X Reaction Buffer/DTT mixture was added into each 

reaction well containing 50 μg of protein (sample and background control wells). The solution was 

mixed well by pipetting up and down. Finally, 5 µL of IETD-pNA substrate (4M stock) was added 

into each well (200 mM final substrate concentration) and mix well by pipetting up and down. The 

plate was covered and incubated at 37 °C for 2 hours. After this time the absorbance was measured 

on a microplate reader at OD 400 nm.  

Statistical Analysis 

Data are expressed as mean ± SD of a minimum three biological replicas. Statistical significance 

of difference in means was performed using GraphPad Prism v7.00. One-way ANOVA tests were 

used for the analysis of the data. The confidence interval was 95%.  

 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

Figure S1. Characterization of the MNPs glucose functionalization efficacy 

Figure S2. Cell viability studies. 

Figures S3, S4 and associated text. Computational details 
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Figure S5. Bid expression analysis. 
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